By introducing simple topological constraints and applying a binary decomposition method, we show the existence of a set of prograde double-double orbits for any rotation angle θ ∈ (0, π/7] in the equalmass four-body problem. A new geometric argument is introduced to show that for any θ ∈ (0, π/2), the action of the minimizer corresponding to the prograde double-double orbit is strictly greater than the action of the minimizer corresponding to the retrograde double-double orbit. This geometric argument can also be applied to study orbits in the planar three-body problem, such as the retrograde orbits, the prograde orbits, the Schubart orbit and the Hénon orbit. Figure 1 (b) is strictly greater than the action of the highlighted path in Figure 1 (a) . Lemma 1.1. For each given θ ∈ (0, π/7], the action minimizerq (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) is collision-free. Lemma 1.1 is shown by Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 5.1. Sinceq (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) is collision-free, the Palais principle [13] implies thatq (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) is a solution of the Newtonian equations in the four-body problem. The next step is to extend it to a periodic or quasi-periodic orbit. Theorem 1.2. For each given θ ∈ (0, π/7], the corresponding minimizing pathq (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) can be extended to a periodic or quasi-periodic orbit.
Introduction
In 2003, Vanderbei [14] successfully applied his optimizing program to the N-body problem and found many periodic orbits numerically. In his list, there is an interesting class of orbits in the parallelogram four-body problem with equal-masses, which he called double-double orbits. Actually, he found two sets of doubledouble orbits: retrograde double-double orbits and prograde double-double orbits. A double-double orbit is called retrograde if one pair of the two adjacent masses revolves around each other in one direction while their mass center revolves around the mass center of the other pair in a different direction. A double-double orbit is called prograde if both revolutions follow the same direction. Sample pictures of retrograde and prograde double-double orbits are shown in Figure 1 .
The highlighted dotted lines in Figure 1 represent the boundary configurations of the two orbits. Both starting configurations are collinear: the four bodies lie on the x-axis at t = 0. And at t = 1, the four bodies form a rectangle in each of the two pictures (a) and (b). Actually, the two rectangles in Figure 1 share a common symmetry axis: a counterclockwise θ rotation of the x-axis. For each given θ ∈ (0, π/2), it is known that the two sets of double-double orbits exist numerically. Both of the highlighted paths in Figure 1 can be found as local action minimizers connecting a collinear configuration on the x-axis at t = 0 and a rectangular configuration at t = 1 with given symmetry axes. For each given value of θ ∈ (0, π/2), a numerical fact implies that the action A = ∫ The mathematical existence of the double-double orbits has also been studied. In 2003, Chen [5] successfully applied the variational method and showed the existence of the double choreographic solutions. Numerically, the double choreographic solution coincides with the retrograde double-double orbit. Later, Ferrario and Terracini [10] introduced a general variational argument and showed the existence of many interesting periodic orbits in the N-body problem. The retrograde double-double orbits can be seen as one of their many applications. Actually, they showed in [10] (see also [5] ) that in the parallelogram equal-mass four-body problem, there exists a set of collision-free action minimizers connecting a collinear configuration and a rectangular configuration. This set coincides with the set of retrograde double-double orbits. However, the existence of the prograde double-double orbits is still open. One of the main challenges is to exclude possible collision singularities of the minimizer under specific topological or symmetry constraints.
One goal of this paper is to show the existence of prograde double-double orbits for an interval of θ. Instead of using local deformation argument [8] [9] [10] 15] , we introduce simple topological constraints to a two-point free boundary value problem and apply a level estimate argument to exclude possible collisions in the corresponding minimizers. Let the masses be m 1 = m 2 = m 3 = m 4 = 1. Let q i = (q ix , q iy ) be the coordinate of mass m i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) and let
] be the position matrix. We set V to be the symmetric subspace corresponding to the parallelogram four-body problem:
The following topological constraints are introduced. Let
, and θ ∈ (0, π/2). At t = 0, we define a set
which is a collinear configuration on the x-axis. In V 0 , the orders of the four bodies on the x-axis satisfy q 1x (0) ≤ q 2x (0) ≤ q 3x (0) ≤ q 4x (0).
For given θ ∈ (0, π/2), the configuration subset at t = 1 is defined by V 1 (θ):
Geometrically, if Q e ∈ V 1 (θ), the horizontal rectangle Q e ⋅ R(−θ) satisfies q 1x (1) = q 2x (1) < 0, q 1y (1) ≤ q 2y (1), q 3 = −q 2 , q 4 = −q 1 .
In other words, the horizontal rectangle Q e ⋅ R(−θ) satisfies the following constraints: body 4 is in the first quadrant, body 2 is in the second quadrant, body 1 is in the third quadrant and body 3 is in the fourth quadrant. Actually, the definition of the topological constraints in V 0 and V 1 (θ) is motivated by the highlighted path in Figure 1 (b). The orders of the four bodies in Q s ∈ V 0 and Q e ∈ V 1 (θ) coincide with the orders in Figure 1 
For any given θ ∈ (0, π/2), a standard argument shows the existence of an action minimizerq (t) in Σ(θ), such that
with | ⋅ | being the standard Euclidean inner product.
Note that the minimizerq enjoys the symmetryq 1 (t) = −q 4 (t) andq 2 (t) = −q 3 (t) for all t ∈ [0, 1]. We can not directly apply Marchal and Chenciner's results to exclude the possible inner collision inq . Fortunately, in Ferrario and Terracini's work [10] , they generalized Marchal and Chenciner's ideas and showed that a minimizer of the K-equivalent fixed-ends problem is free of collisions when K acting on the fundamental domain satisfies the rotating circle property. In our case, K = ℤ 2 = ⟨τ⟩ satisfies the rotating circle property, where
It follows thatq is collision free in (0, 1). Therefore, we are left to exclude the possible boundary collisions iñ q(t) (t ∈ [0, 1]). The topological constraints in our setting are helpful in finding a good lower bound of action for paths with boundary collisions. By introducing a binary decomposition method [3, 4, 7, 16] and carefully defining new test paths, we can show the following result.
where
Remark 1.3. So far, we can not showq (t) to be strictly prograde or q * (t) to be strictly retrograde. In fact, by the boundary setting (V 0 at t = 0 and V 1 (θ) at t = 1) and the periodic extension ofq (t) in [0, 1], it is reasonable to expect that the centers of the two pairs rotate counterclockwise. Note that the boundary setting also implies that body 1 may rotate around body 2 counterclockwise from V 0 at t = 0 to V 1 (θ) at t = 1. However, it is not clear if the orbit under our boundary setting is strictly prograde since no further information is known for the orbit in (0, 1). Similarly, for the case of boundaries V 0 andṼ 1 (θ), we can not claim that q * is strictly retrograde.
Numerical evidence implies that for given θ ∈ (0, π/2), the orbit connecting the two boundary sets V 0 and V 1 (θ) is strictly prograde, while the orbit connecting V 0 andṼ 1 (θ) is strictly retrograde.
A new geometric argument is introduced to show that for any θ ∈ (0, π/2), our action minimizerq (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) is different from the action minimizer q * = q * (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) in [5] . Furthermore, by introducing a new coordinate and analyzing the geometric properties, we can show the following interesting result. Theorem 1.4. Assume θ ∈ (0, π/2). The actions of the two minimizers satisfy
Furthermore, the minimizer q * satisfies that q * 1 (t) − q * 2 (t) is in the closed second quadrant and q *
Indeed, the geometric argument in this paper can be applied to study several orbits in the planar three-body problem.
A direct application is to analyze the properties of the retrograde orbits and the prograde orbits with mass M = [1, 1, m] . It is known [6, 7] that, for each given θ ∈ (0, π/2), both orbits can be characterized as action minimizers connecting a collinear configuration and an isosceles configuration. In the collinear configuration, the three bodies lie on the x-axis with order constraints q 3x (0) ≤ q 2x (0) ≤ q 1x (0). In the isosceles configuration, q 3 (1) is the vertex of the isosceles, while its symmetric line is a θ counterclockwise rotation of the x-axis.
Let P r,θ be the minimizing path corresponding to the retrograde orbit and P p,θ the minimizing path corresponding to the prograde orbit in the planar three-body problem with mass M = [1, 1, m]. By introducing a Jacobi coordinateẐ 1 = q 1 − q 2 ,Ẑ 2 = q 3 − q 1 +q 2 2 , we can show that for each given θ ∈ (0, π/2), the action A = ∫ 1 0 (K + U) dt of the two minimizers satisfies
Another application is to study the variational properties of the Schubart orbit and the Hénon orbit with equal mass M = [1, 1, 1]. Let
In [1] , together with T. Ouyang and Z. Xie, we successfully applied the geometric argument to show that the action minimizer P 0 connecting Q S and Q E must coincide with either the Schubart orbit or the Hénon orbit. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces a standard coercivity result. As one of its applications, it implies the existence of the minimizerq (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) in our case. Section 3 extends the minimizer when one of the boundaries is collision-free. Section 4 shows the lower bound of the action A(q (t)) wheñ q(t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) has boundary collisions. Section 5 defines a test path P test = P test,θ for each θ ∈ (0, π/7] such that the action of the test path A test = A(P test ) is strictly smaller than the lower bound of action of paths with boundary collisions. We then extend the collision-free minimizerq (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) to a periodic or quasiperiodic orbit in Section 6. In Section 7, we show some geometric properties of the two minimizersq (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) and q * (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) of [2] . In the end, we put all the numerical data and pictures of the test path in Appendix A.
Variational Settings and Coercivity
In this section, we introduce a standard theorem which can be applied to our case. Actually, these coercivity results can also be found in [4, 6] . Let q i = (q ix , q iy ) be the coordinate of body m i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). The position matrix is denoted by
] . We define
The following minimizing problem is studied:
with | ⋅ | being the standard Euclidean inner product. In order to show the coercivity of (2.1), we introduce a general theorem. Theorem 2.1. Let S 0 and S 1 be finite-dimensional subspaces of ℝ n such that S 0 ∩ S 1 = {0}. Let X 0 ⊂ S 0 and X 1 ⊂ S 1 be two closed subsets. Let Σ X ⊂ χ ≡ H 1 ([0, 1], ℝ n ) be a weakly closed subset of χ such that q(0) ∈ X 0 and q(1) ∈ X 1 for any q(t) ∈ Σ X . Then the minimizing problem
The coercivity of (2.1) is a direct application of Theorem 2.1. For given θ ∈ (0, π/2), let
where Q s and Q e are defined in (1.1). It is clear that S 0 and S 1 are linear subspaces in V satisfying S 0 ∩ S 1 = {0}. Note that V 0 ⊂ S 0 and V 1 (θ) ⊂ S 1 are closed subsets of the configuration space V. The fact that Σ(θ) is a weakly closed subset of H 1 ([0, 1], V) follows from the compactness of the embedding H 1 ([0, 1], V) → C 0 ([0, 1], V).
By Theorem 2.1, there exists someq ∈ Σ(θ), such that
For the readers' convenience, we give a proof of Theorem 2.1. A similar proof can also be found in [6] . The following standard result is needed for the proof. In order to prove Theorem 2.1, we need to verify the assumptions in Lemma 2.2. Actually, coercivity is ensured by the boundary conditions in our path space and the weakly sequentially lower semi-continuity can be easily shown.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We first claim that there exists a nonzero constant c such that |q(0) − q(1)| ≥ c|q(0)| holds for any q ∈ Σ(θ) X .
If q(0) or q(1) is 0, it is clear that the claim holds. So let us assume that both q(0) and q(1) are nonzero vectors. Let u ∈ S 0 , v ∈ S 1 and |u| = |v| = 1, f(u, v) = ⟨u, v⟩ = cos(u, v). Note that S 0 and S 1 are finite-dimensional vector spaces. Assume the dimensions of S 0 and S 1 are m and n, respectively. So f is a continuous function from S 0 × S 1 to [−1, 1]. It must attain its minimum and maximum and clearly inf f = − sup f . If sup f = 1, it means that u = v, which contradicts the assumption that S 0 ∩ S 1 = {0}. Thus sup f < 1. That is to say, for any nonzero vector q(0) ∈ S 0 and q(1) ∈ S 1 , the angle between them has a low bound θ 0 > 0. We have
Hence, the claim holds.
For any q(t) ∈ χ, we consider the displacement function
This function measures the total displacement of the configuration in [0, 1]. By our claim above,
Therefore
It follows that
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, there holds
It implies that
Hence,
where C = (1 + 1 c ) 2 + 1. This implies that the functional A is coercive. Now it remains to verify that A is sequentially lower semicontinuous in the weak topology. Let
] be a sequence in Σ X which converges weakly to q. By passing to a subsequence if necessary, we can assume that A(q (n) ) is bounded:
, thus the measure of the collision set ∆ on which q ij = 0 is 0. The sequence 1/|q (n) ij | converges to 1/|q ij | pointwise. Then by Fatou's lemma,
Clearly the sequence q (n) converges to q in L 2 ([0, 1], V). We use the fact that the norm is weak sequentially lower semicontinuous:
Thus
By Lemma 2.2, the minimizing problem inf q(t)∈Σ X
A attains its minimum in Σ X . The proof of Theorem 2.1 is complete.
Possible Extensions of the Minimizerq (t)
By Section 2, for each given θ ∈ (0, π 2 ), there exists some minimizing path
Note that the pathq (t) is in V. It follows that for any t ∈ [0, 1],q 1 (t) = −q 4 (t) andq 2 (t) = −q 3 (t). Furthermore, the boundary configurationsq (0) andq (1) satisfỹ
where a 11 , a 21 , b 11 , b 21 ≥ 0. By the celebrated works of Marchal [12] and Chenciner [8] , it is known that q(t) is collision-free in (0, 1). The only possible collisions are on the boundariesq (0) andq (1). If one of the boundaries is free of collision, we show that the minimizing pathq =q (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) can be extended.
Proof. The proof basically follows by the first variational formulas. Whenq (0) has no collision, the pathq (t)
is an action minimizer of (2.1), we apply the first variational formulas on the boundaryq (0):q
By the symmetry, we havėq
It follows thaṫq
We then define the extension ofq (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) as follows:
It is clear that the definition ofq (t) in (3.1) is smooth at t = 0. By the uniqueness of solutions of ODE system,
where Q e is defined in (1.1). By assumption,q (t) is a classical solution in (0, 1]. Furthermore, by the symmetry, we havėq
The symmetry identities (3.3) and the first variational formulas imply that
The matrix form of (3.4) iṡq
where B is as in (3.2) and
Then we can extendq (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) as follows:
It is easy to check thatq (t) in (3.5) is C 1 at t = 1. Hence, by the uniqueness of solutions of ODE system,q (t) in (3.5) is the extension ofq (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]).
Lower Bound of Action of Paths with Boundary Collisions
In Section 2, we have shown that, for each given θ ∈ (0, π 2 ), there exists a minimizing pathq θ :=q ∈ Σ(θ). In the present section, we give a lower bound of (1). We apply a binary decomposition method [4, 7, 16] to estimate the lower bound. For the readers' convenience, we introduce the estimates of Keplerian action [7, 11] first.
Given θ 0 ∈ (0, π], T > 0, consider the following path spaces:
The symbol ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ stands for the standard scalar product in ℝ 2 and | ⋅ | represents the standard norm in ℝ 2 . Define the Keplerian action functional I μ,α,T :
Let the mass of the four bodies be [m 1 , m 2 , m 3 , m 4 ] = [1, 1, 1, 1]. By symmetry, the action functional
is the kinetic energy of the path
, and
is the potential energy. The action functional A(q) can be rewritten as
Actually, ifq (t) has a total collision at t = 0 or t = 1, by Theorem 4.1, we have
In what follows, we give a lower bound of action whenq (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) has collision singularities in the case when θ ∈ (0, π 6 ).
Proof. We recall the definition ofq (0) andq (1):
where a 11 , a 21 , b 11 , b 21 ≥ 0. Note that for all t ∈ [0, 1],q 1 (t) = −q 4 (t) andq 2 (t) = −q 3 (t). The possible boundary collisions are (i) at t = 0:q 1 =q 2 ;q 2 =q 3 ;q 1 =q 2 =q 3 =q 4 ;
(ii) at t = 1:q 1 =q 2 ;q 1 =q 3 ;q 1 =q 2 =q 3 =q 4 . We discuss them case by case under the assumption θ ∈ (0, π/6). Actually, we only need to consider possible binary collisions.
Case 1:q 1 andq 2 collide at t = 0 (q 1 (0) =q 2 (0)). Assume that the angle from the vector
is α. By the definition ofq (1), it implies that α ∈ (0, π/2). By Theorem 4.1,
For t ∈ [0, 1], the vector → q 1q 3 (t) =q 3 (t) −q 1 (t) rotates an angle θ. By Theorem 4.1, we have
Similarly, we have
Note that for the concave function f(x) = x 2 3 , it follows that for any a, b ∈ ℝ, we have
Case 2:q 2 andq 3 collide at t = 0 (q 2 (0) =q 3 (0)), andq (t) has no collision at t = 1. By the extension formula (3.5), we haveq 1 (2) =q 4 (2). Then by Theorem 4.1,
For t ∈ [0, 1], the vector → q 1q 2 (t) rotates an angle θ + π/2, while the vector → q 1q 3 (t) rotates an angle θ. By Theorem 4.1, the following estimates hold:
Hence, in this case, the action A satisfies
].
Case 3:q 1 andq 2 collide at t = 1 (q 1 (1) =q 2 (1)). By Theorem 4.1, the action A satisfies
Case 4:q 1 andq 3 collide at t = 1 (q 1 (1) =q 3 (1)). By Theorem 4.1, the action A satisfies
]. Note that θ ∈ (0, π 6 ). Comparing the lower bounds ((4.1) to (4.2)) in the four cases, we see that the smallest value is 3 2 
Definition of Test Paths
Let
In Section 4, we have proved that if the minimizing pathq (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) has boundary collisions, its action satisfies
In the present section, we define a test path P test = P test,θ for each θ ∈ (0, π/7], such that its action A(P test ) is strictly less than g 1 (θ). 
Proof. The test paths are defined by piecewise smooth linear functions. For a given θ ∈ (0, π/7], letq (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) be the position matrix of the test path P test = P test,θ . By symmetry, we only define the paths for q 1 andq 2 , whileq 3 = −q 2 andq 4 = −q 1 . The action functional satisfies
where Q s and Q e are defined in (1.1). The test path P test is defined in two steps. First, we can define a test path for a fixed angle θ = θ 0 . At time t = t j = j 10 (j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 10), the position matricesq ( j 10 ) of the action minimizerq (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) are found by a Matlab program of T. Ouyang. In the test path P test = P test,θ 0 , we assume thatq
).
For t ∈ [t j , t j+1 ], the path will be the linear connection betweenq (t j ) andq (t j+1 ) (j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 9) . Furthermore, we assume the bodies move at constant speeds in the time interval [ j 10 , j+1 10 ] (j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 9) . That is, for each j (j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 9) ,
Once the 11 matricesq (t j ) =q ( j 10 ) (i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 10) are given, the action value A test = A(P test ) can be calculated accurately. By the definition of P test = P test,θ 0 , A test will be close to the minimum action A(q ). Note that g 1 (θ) is the lower bound of action of paths with boundary collisions. If
it implies that the minimizerq (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) has no collision singularity in the case when θ = θ 0 . The next step is to define a test path for an interval of θ = θ 0 . Assume at θ = θ 0 , that the test path defined in the first step satisfies A test < g 1 (θ 0 ). Then it is reasonable to expect that in a small interval of θ 0 , one can perturb the test path P test = P test,θ 0 , such that the inequality A test < g 1 (θ) still holds. In this paper, the perturbed path is defined as follows.
We fix P test,θ 0 (t ∈ [0, 9 10 ]). For t ∈ [ 9 10 , 1], we perturb the last pointq (t 10 ) =q (1) in P test such that it satisfies the boundary conditionq
and connect it withq (t 9 ) =q ( 9 10 ) by straight lines with constant speeds. Setq i,j =q i ( j 10 ), where i = 1, 2 and j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 10. By assumption,
q(1) of the perturbed path P test = P test,θ is defined as follows:
where b 11 , b 21 are values inq (1) (defined by (5.2)) of the minimizerq (t) =q θ 0 (t) and θ is in a small interval of θ 0 . Let A j+1 be the action of the linear path connectingq ( j 10 ) andq ( j+1 10 ) (j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 9) . Then the action A(P test ) satisfies
Indeed, one can directly calculate each action A j+1 (j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 9) , which are determined by the 11 position matricesq (t k ) (k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 10). For t ∈ [ j 10 , j+1 10 ], let K j+1 be the corresponding kinetic energy and U j+1 the potential energy. It follows that
U j+1 dt, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 9.
Note that the linear path has a constant velocity in [ j 10 , j+1 10 ]. By (5.1), it follows that the kinetic energy is
It implies that The potential energy is
where j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 9 andq i (t) (i = 1, 2) for t ∈ [ j 10 , j+1 10 ] is defined by (5.1). Let u = 10(t − j 10 ). Then
Note that the integral (5.4) always has the form ∫ 1 0 du √(a+bu) 2 +(c+du) 2 and it can be integrated as follows:
Hence, by (5.3), (5.4) and (5.5), once the coordinates ofq i,j =q i ( j 10 ) (i = 1, 2, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 10) are given, the action A j+1 (j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 9) can be calculated accurately. Therefore, the action A(P test ) = ∑ 9 j=0 A j+1 can also be calculated accurately. It is clear that A(P test ) is a function of θ and to exclude possible boundary collisions in the minimizerq (t), we need to prove that for θ in a certain interval of θ 0 , the following inequality holds:
In order to make inequality (5.6) true, we will choose eight values of θ 0 and define eight different test paths. For each given θ 0 , a test path P test can be defined in an interval of θ 0 by the values ofq (t j ) =q ( j 10 ) (j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 10). The definition of P test then follows by (5.1). It is clear that the position matrix of the test pathq (t) is in Σ(θ).
For convenience, the data of the eight test paths are given in Appendix A. In order to compare the action of the test path A(P test ) = A(P test,θ ) with the lower bound of action g 1 (θ) of paths with boundary collisions, we draw eight different pictures (see Figure 4 ). In each picture, the horizontal axis is θ/π and the vertical axis is the action value A. Inequality (5.6) always holds for any θ ∈ (0, π/7]. Therefore, the minimizing pathq (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) has no collision singularity for θ ∈ (0, π/7].
Periodic Extension
In this section, we extend the collision free minimizing pathq (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) to a periodic or quasi-periodic orbit. The following theorem holds for θ ∈ (0, π/7]. Theorem 6.1. For each given θ ∈ (0, π/7], the corresponding minimizing pathq (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) can be extended to a periodic or quasi-periodic orbit.
Proof. The proof follows by Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2. Note that when θ ∈ (0, π/7], by Lemma 5.1, the minimizing pathq (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) is collision-free. By the uniqueness of solutions of an initial value problem in an ODE system,q (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) can be extended. The extension formula is defined as follows:
where B is as in (3.2) and k ∈ ℤ. It follows that
Note thatq (t) ∈ Σ(θ). By Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, the velocitiesq at t = 0 and t = 1 satisfẏq
A direct computation implies thatq (t) is C 1 for all t ∈ ℝ and it satisfies q 1 (t) = −q 4 (t),q 2 (t) = −q 3 (t) for all t ∈ ℝ.
It follows thatq (t) in (6.1) is a classical solution of the Newtonian equation. If θ/π ∈ (0, 1/7] is rational, we set θ/π = k 1 /l 1 , where the integers k 1 , l 1 are relatively prime. It follows thatq (t + 4l 1 ) =q (t). Hence,q (t) is periodic. If θ/π ∈ (0, 1/7] is irrational, thenq (t) is a quasi-periodic orbit. Remark 6.2. Actually, by adopting the results in [5] , the group action used in this set of orbits can be described as follows. Let q(t) be the position matrix of a prograde double-double orbit. Let
Let G be a group generated by τ, σ, ω:
It is clear that in Λ θ , τ 2 = σ 2 = ω 2 = id. Note that G is commutative, which implies that G is isomorphic to
The action minimizer corresponding to the prograde double-double orbit is G-invariant in Λ θ .
Geometric Properties of an Minimizer
In this last section, we introduce a new geometric argument to show that for each θ ∈ (0, π/2), the pathq (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) in this paper can not be a part of the retrograde double-double orbit. Note that the action minimizerq =q (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) connects the two boundaries V 0 and V 1 (θ) in the parallelogram equal-mass four-body problem. It satisfies
with Q s and Q e defined in (1.1) and θ ∈ (0, π/2). We define another boundary setṼ 1 (θ) as follows:
It is clear thatṼ 1 (θ) is a two-dimensional vector space and V 1 (θ) ⊂Ṽ 1 (θ). By Section 2, there exists an action minimizer q * = q * (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]), such that
Before stating the results in this section, we first introduce a coordinate transformation. Note that in the parallelogram equal-mass four-body problem, we assume q 1 = −q 4 and q 2 = −q 3 . Recall that the potential function U can be written as
And the kinetic energy is
Let Z 1 = q 1 − q 2 and Z 2 = q 1 + q 2 . It follows that
For convenience, we denote by Z 1 = Z 1 (t) and Z 2 = Z 2 (t) the new coordinates of the minimizerq (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]), and by Z * 1 = Z * 1 (t) and Z * 2 = Z * 2 (t) the new coordinates of the minimizer q * (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]). In the standard Cartesian xy-coordinate system, the i-th quadrant is denoted by Q i and its closure by Q i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4 ). For example,
In this section, we study the geometric properties of the minimizer by analyzing its new coordinates. If both Z 1 and Z 2 are nonzero, we can define an angle ∆ = ∆(Z 1 , Z 2 ) ∈ [0, π/2] to represent the angle between the two straight lines spanned by Z 1 and Z 2 . The formula is given as follows. The angle β = β(Z 1 , Z 2 ) between the two vectors is defined by
whenever both Z 1 ̸ = 0 and Z 2 ̸ = 0 hold. Then we define the angle ∆ = ∆(Z 1 , Z 2 ) by
(7.5)
Actually, for a given t ∈ (0, 1), if Z i = Z i (t) ̸ = 0 (i = 1, 2), a formula of the potential energy U in terms of |Z 1 |, |Z 2 | and ∆ can be derived by the law of cosines:
By formula (7.6), we can denote the potential energy U by U(|Z 1 |, |Z 2 |, ∆) or U(|Z 1 (t)|, |Z 2 (t)|, ∆(t)). A simple calculation shows: Proposition 7.1. Fix |Z 1 | ̸ = 0 and |Z 2 | ̸ = 0 and assume that the potential energy U = U(|Z 1 |, |Z 2 |, ∆) is finite. Then U(|Z 1 |, |Z 2 |, ∆) is a strictly decreasing function with respect to ∆.
Proof. Fixing |Z 1 | and |Z 2 | and taking the derivative of U = U(|Z 1 |, |Z 2 |, ∆) with respect to ∆, we see that
.
Note that ∆ ∈ [0, π 2 ]. It implies that dU(|Z 1 |, |Z 2 |, ∆) d∆ ≤ 0,
The proof is complete.
It is known [8, 12] that the two action minimizersq (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) and q * (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) are collision-free in (0, 1). It implies that the potential energy U of both minimizers are finite for all t ∈ (0, 1) and
Given θ ∈ (0, π/2), the new coordinates Z 1 and Z 2 of the action minimizerq (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) satisfy the following: both Z 1 (0) and Z 2 (0) stay on the negative x-axis, while Z 1 (1) ∈ Q 4 and Z 2 (1) ∈ Q 3 . A sample picture is shown in Figure 2 .
Let Z i = (Z ix , Z iy ) (i = 1, 2). A new path (Z 1 ,Z 2 ) = (Z 1 (t),Z 2 (t)) (t ∈ [0, 1]) is defined bỹ Z 1 (t) = (−|Z 1x (t)|, |Z 1y (t)|),Z 2 (t) = (−|Z 2x (t)|, −|Z 2y (t)|). . Z 1 (0) and Z 1 (1) are in blue, while Z 2 (0) and Z 2 (1) are in red.
Figure 3:
A sample picture ofZ 1 =Z 1 (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) generated by
By (7.7),Z 1 (1) = −Z 1 (1) ∈ Q 2 , whileZ 2 (1) = Z 2 (1) andZ i (0) = Z i (0) (i = 1, 2). Since the vectors Z 1 (1) and Z 2 (1) are perpendicular, it implies thatZ 1 (1) andZ 2 (1) are also perpendicular. It follows that the new path (Z 1 ,Z 2 ) = (Z 1 (t),Z 2 (t)) at t = 1 forms a rectangular configuration and it is in the boundary spaceṼ 1 (θ). Hence, the new path (Z 1 ,Z 2 ) is in the functional space Σ(θ) * . A sample picture of Z 1 (t) andZ 1 (t) is given in Figure 3 . Similar to the definition of ∆ = ∆(Z 1 , Z 2 ) in (7.5), we set∆ = ∆(Z 1 ,Z 2 ) to be the angle between the two straight lines spanned by two nonzero vectorsZ 1 andZ 2 . That is,
Note that for any t ∈ (0, 1), |Z i (t)| = |Z i (t)| ̸ = 0 (i = 1, 2). It implies that both ∆ and∆ are well-defined for t ∈ (0, 1). With the help of Proposition 7.1, we can show the following result. Lemma 7.2. For any t ∈ (0, 1), U(|Z 1 (t)|, |Z 2 (t)|, ∆(t)) ≥ U(|Z 1 (t)|, |Z 2 (t)|,∆(t)).
Equality holds if and only if Z 1 (t) and Z 2 (t) are in two adjacent closed quadrants.
Proof. We first show that for any t ∈ (0, 1),
Denote by α 1 (t) ∈ [0, π 2 ] the angle between the x-axis and the straight line spanned by Z 1 (t), and by α 2 (t) ∈ [0, π 2 ] the angle between the x-axis and the line spanned by Z 2 (t). Their explicit formulas are
If α 1 (t) + α 2 (t) > π 2 , then min{|α 1 (t) + α 2 (t)|, π − |α 1 (t) + α 2 (t)|} = π − [α 1 (t) + α 2 (t)]
Thus we always have∆ (t) ≥ |α 1 (t) − α 2 (t)|, and equality holds if and only if α 1 (t) = 0 or π/2 or α 2 (t) = 0 or π/2. By our definition,
, Z 2 (t) are in two adjacent closed quadrants,
It follows that in both cases, we have∆ (t) ≥ ∆(t), and equality holds if and only if Z 1 (t) and Z 2 (t) are in two adjacent closed quadrants. Note that both Z 1 and Z 2 are nonzero for t ∈ (0, 1), and U(Z 1 (t), Z 2 (t)) = U(|Z 1 (t)|, |Z 2 (t)|, ∆(t)) is always finite for any t ∈ (0, 1). Therefore, for every t ∈ (0, 1), U(Z 1 (t),Z 2 (t)) = U(|Z 1 (t)|, |Z 2 (t)|,∆(t)) stays finite. By Proposition 7.1, it follows that
while equality holds if and only if Z 1 (t) and Z 2 (t) are in two adjacent closed quadrant.
The following two propositions are introduced to prove the two theorems in this section. ([0, 1] , χ) be the solution of the Newtonian equation for t ∈ (0, 1). If there exists some t 0 ∈ (0, 1) such that both Z 1 (t 0 ) and Z 2 (t 0 ) are tangent to the axes, then Z 1 (t) and Z 2 (t) must stay on the axes for all t ∈ [0, 1].
Proof. The proof follows by the analytic property of solutions of the Newtonian equation. Without loss of generality, we assume Z 1 (t 0 ) is tangent to the x-axis, that is, Z 1y (t 0 ) = 0,Ż 1y (t 0 ) = 0.
If Z 2 (t 0 ) is tangent to the y-axis, then Z 2x (t 0 ) = 0,Ż 2x (t 0 ) = 0.
In this case, (Z 1 , Z 2 ) is in an invariant set
Hence, Z 1 (t) stays on the x-axis and Z 2 (t) stays on the y-axis for all t ∈ (0, 1).
If Z 2 (t 0 ) is tangent to the x-axis, then Z 2y (t 0 ) = 0,Ż 2y (t 0 ) = 0.
In this case, (Z 1 , Z 2 ) is in an invariant set {(q 1 , q 2 ) | q 1y = q 2y = 0,q 1y =q 2y = 0} = {(Z 1 , Z 2 ) | Z 1y (t) = 0,Ż 1y (t) = 0, Z 2y (t) = 0,Ż 2y (t) = 0}.
Hence, both Z 1 (t) and Z 2 (t) are on the x-axis for all t ∈ (0, 1). Therefore, by the continuity of Z 1 (t) and Z 2 (t), they must be on the axes for all t ∈ [0, 1].
Proposition 7.4. If there exists a subinterval [t 1 , t 2 ] ∈ (0, 1) such that Z 1 (t) or Z 2 (t) is on the axes for all t ∈ [t 1 , t 2 ], then both Z 1 (t) and Z 2 (t) must be on the axes for all t ∈ [0, 1].
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume Z 1 (t) stays on the x-axis for t ∈ [t 1 , t 2 ]. That is, for all t ∈ [t 1 , t 2 ], q 1y (t) = q 2y (t),q 1y (t) =q 2y (t),q 1y (t) =q 2y (t).
By the Newtonian equations of q 1y and q 2y , it follows that
Hence, q 1y (t) = 0 or |q 1 (t)| = |q 2 (t)| for all t ∈ [t 1 , t 2 ].
Since Z 1 (t) ̸ = 0 for all t ∈ (0, 1), it implies that
That is,
, it implies that Z 2 must be on one of the axes for all t ∈ [t 1 , t 2 ]. By Proposition 7.3, Z 1 (t) and Z 2 (t) must stay on the axes for all t ∈ [0, 1].
Next, we apply Proposition 7.3, Proposition 7.4 and Lemma 7.2 to study the properties of the two minimizers q(t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) in (7.1) and q * (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) in (7.3).
Theorem 7.5. Assume θ ∈ (0, π/2). The actions of the two minimizersq (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) and q * (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]) satisfy A(q ) > A(q * ).
Proof. Recall that (Z 1 (t), Z 2 (t)) (t ∈ [0, 1]) is the path corresponding toq (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]), and (Z * 1 (t), Z * 2 (t)) (t ∈ [0, 1]) corresponds to q * (t) (t ∈ [0, 1]). Thus, by the definition (7.7) ofZ 1 andZ 2 , we haveZ 1 (t) ∈ Q 2 and Z 2 (t) ∈ Q 3 for all t ∈ [0, 1]. The kinetic energy satisfies K(Z 1 (t), Z 2 (t)) = K(Z 1 (t),Z 2 (t)) for all t ∈ (0, 1).
(7.8) By Lemma 7.2, U(|Z 1 (t)|, |Z 2 (t)|, ∆(t)) ≥ U(|Z 1 (t)|, |Z 2 (t)|,∆(t)) for all t ∈ (0, 1). (7.9)
Note that (Z 1 ,Z 2 ) is in the functional space Σ(θ) * . Formulas (7.8) and (7.9) imply that
It is known [2] that the minimizer q * (t) is collision-free for t ∈ [0, 1]. If the minimizer (Z 1 , Z 2 ) has a collision on the boundary, it follows that
Next, we consider the case when (Z 1 , Z 2 ) is free of collision in [0, 1]. That is, Z i (0) ̸ = 0 and Z i (1) ̸ = 0 (i = 1, 2). From the definition of the boundary sets V 0 and V 1 (θ) in (7.2), it then follows that Z 1 (1) ∈ Q 4 and Z 2 (1) ∈ Q 3 . Now, we show inequality A(q (t)) > A(q * (t)) by contradiction. Suppose the inequality is false. Then it follows from inequality (7.10) that
Hence, both (Z 1 (t), Z 2 (t)) and (Z 1 (t),Z 2 (t)) are smooth solutions of the Newtonian equations for t ∈ [0, 1]. It implies that all of the crossings of Z i (t) with the axes must be non-transversal. Since Z 1 (0) ̸ = 0 is on the negative x-axis and Z 1 (1) ∈ Q 4 , it follows that there exists some t 0 ∈ (0, 1), such that Z 1 = Z 1 (t) crosses the y-axis non-transversally at t = t 0 .
If Z 2 (t 0 ) is on the axes, then it either crosses the axes non-transversally or tangent to the axes. By Proposition 7.3, it implies that both Z 1 and Z 2 stay on the axes for all t ∈ [0, 1], which contradicts the boundary condition Z 1 (1) ∈ Q 4 . Therefore, Z 2 (t 0 ) is away from the axes.
By continuity, there exists a small enough ϵ 0 > 0, such that Z 2 stays strictly inside the same quadrant for all t ∈ [t 0 − ϵ 0 , t 0 + ϵ 0 ]. However, Z 1 (t) stays in two adjacent quadrants in the two intervals: [t 0 − ϵ 0 , t 0 ] and [t 0 , t 0 + ϵ 0 ]. By Lemma 7.2, A(Z 1 , Z 2 ) = A(Z 1 ,Z 2 ) if and only if Z 1 (t) and Z 2 (t) are in two adjacent closed quadrants for all t ∈ (0, 1). Hence, Z 1 (t) must be on the axes in one of the two intervals [t 0 − ϵ 0 , t 0 ] and [t 0 , t 0 + ϵ 0 ]. By Proposition 7.4, it follows that both Z 1 (t) and Z 2 (t) stay on the axes for all t ∈ [0, 1], which contradicts the fact that Z 1 (1) ∈ Q 4 . Therefore, A(q (t)) > A(q * (t)).
A Data of the Eight Test Paths
In this appendix, we give the data of the eight test paths P test = P test,θ and draw eight pictures of their action A(P test ) comparing to the lower bound of action g 1 (θ) for minimizers with boundary collisions.
In Tables 1-8 , the position coordinates ofq i,j =q i ( j 10 ) (i = 1, 2, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 10) of P test = P test,θ are given for each interval of θ, where the positionsq 3,j ,q 4,j (j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 10) satisfȳ q 3,j = −q 2,j ,q 4,j = −q 1,j .
To cover the interval θ ∈ (0, π/7], we take eight different θ 0 . For each interval corresponding to θ 0 , we define a test path as in Table 1 to Table 8 .
(1) θ 0 = 0.004π: a test path P test = P test,θ is defined for θ ∈ (0, 0.008π], where P test is defined by connecting the adjacent pointsq i ( j 10 ) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, j = 1, 2, . . . , 10) in Table 1 with straight lines, whereq 3 = −q 2 andq 4 = −q 1 .
(2) θ 0 = 0.018π: a test path P test = P test,θ is defined for θ ∈ [0.008π, 0.028π], where P test is defined by connecting the adjacent pointsq i ( j 10 ) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, j = 1, 2, . . . , 10) in Table 2 , whereq 3 = −q 2 and q 4 = −q 1 .
(3) θ 0 = 0.03π: a test path P test = P test,θ is defined for θ ∈ [0.028π, 0.034π], where P test is defined by connecting the adjacent pointsq i ( j 10 ) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, j = 1, 2, . . . , 10) in Table 3 , whereq 3 = −q 2 and q 4 = −q 1 . (4) θ 0 = 0.05π: a test path P test = P test,θ is defined for θ ∈ [0.034π, 0.065π], where P test is defined by connecting the adjacent pointsq i ( j 10 ) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, j = 1, 2, . . . , 10) in Table 4 , whereq 3 = −q 2 and q 4 = −q 1 . (5) θ 0 = 0.08π: a test path P test = P test,θ is defined for θ ∈ [0.065π, 0.09π], where P test is defined by connecting the adjacent pointsq i ( j 10 ) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, j = 1, 2, . . . , 10) in Table 5 , whereq 3 = −q 2 andq 4 = −q 1 . (6) θ 0 = 0.105π: a test path P test = P test,θ is defined for θ ∈ [0.09π, 0.115π], where P test is defined by connecting the adjacent pointsq i ( j 10 ) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, j = 1, 2, . . . , 10) in Table 6 , whereq 3 = −q 2 and q 4 = −q 1 . (7) θ 0 = 0.125π: a test path P test = P test,θ is defined for θ ∈ [0.115π, 0.131π], where P test is defined by connecting the adjacent pointsq i ( j 10 ) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, j = 1, 2, . . . , 10) in Table 7 , whereq 3 = −q 2 and q 4 = −q 1 . 1, 2, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 10) in the path P test = P test,θ corresponding to θ ∈ (0, 0.008π], where θ 0 = 0.004π. The positions ofq i,j =q i ( j 10 ) (i = 1, 2, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 10) in the path P test = P test,θ corresponding to θ ∈ [0.034π, 0.065π], where θ 0 = 0.05π. The positions ofq i,j =q i ( j 10 ) (i = 1, 2, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 10) in the path P test = P test,θ corresponding to θ ∈ [0.065π, 0.09π], where θ 0 = 0.08π. The positions ofq i,j =q i ( j 10 ) (i = 1, 2, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 10) in the path P test = P test,θ corresponding to θ ∈ [0.09π, 0.115π], where θ 0 = 0.105π. The positions ofq i,j =q i ( j 10 ) (i = 1, 2, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 10) in the path P test = P test,θ corresponding to θ ∈ [0.115π, 0.131π], where θ 0 = 0.125π. In each picture, the horizontal axis is θ/π, and the vertical axis is the action value A. The graphs of g 1 (θ) (the lower bound of action of paths with boundary collisions) and the graphs of A(P test ) (action of the test paths) are shown for different intervals of θ.
(8) θ 0 = π/7: a test path P test = P test,θ is defined for θ ∈ [0.131π, 0.143π], where P test is defined by connecting the adjacent pointsq i ( j 10 ) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, j = 1, 2, . . . , 10) in Table 8 , whereq 3 = −q 2 andq 4 = −q 1 . Figure 4 shows eight pictures of the action A(P test ) of the test path P test = P test,θ and the lower bound g 1 (θ) in different intervals of θ.
